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and Secretary Sullivan on July 3D-a day before the adminis
tration was supposed to decide on Oregon's plan. Bob Griss
of the United Cerebral Palsy Association toldEIR. "If quality
of life replaces medical necessity as criteria for treatment,
we are all going to have a lot less protection."

'Quality of life' replaces medical need

Schiller Institute sets
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cancer is not treated, only palliative care or death help is
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given. As the budget fluctuates, so does the benefit package.
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The Oregon plan cannot be reworked. This country does
not have an adequate integrated model of proper medical
and rehabilitative care for our disabled citizens-and it is
unlikely to ever have one as long as the value of human life

The conference will take p l ac e at the Sheraton Pre
miere hotel at Tysons Comer, Virginia.

is reduced to a budget item.
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